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SOVIET RUSSIA AND THE DANUBE VALLEY*
by

Dr. Tibor

T
he interest and the understanding shown by 
Italy in respect of the situation in the Danube 
Valley, combinated with the friendship shown 
by Fascist Italy for my native land, Hun

gary, makes it imperative that I should offer 
Italian public opinion some information concern
ing the burning questions of that country. I am 
therefore delighted to respond to the flattering in
vitation of the lstituto per gli Studi di Politico 
Internazionale: and as subject of the address I 
have been called upon to give I have chosen that

DEVELOPMENT OF SOVIET
For the mighty Russian Empire the Danube 

Valley — and within that Valley the Hungary of 
today —  is of course a very minute point, which 
plays no independent role in the scheme of for
eign policy of that Empire. Russia's attitude 
toward us depends entirely upon the development 
of the general foreign policy of that country. We 
must therefore familiarise ourselves with the ge
neral objects of Russian foreign policy, if we 
would appreciate the moments of that policy of 
interest to us and gauge their importance. It was 
in November, 1917, that the Bolshevik Revolution 
gave birth to Soviet Russia, in the foreign policy 
of which we can distinguish three distinct periods 
sharply marked off from one another.

L THE WORLD REVOLUTION

The first period was that of the primitive 
endeavours towards world revolution the ultimate 
object of which was the world rule of the Bol
shevik proletariat organised by Russia. The pivot 
of Russia's policy during this period was civil war 
between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. Peace 
at all costs with the capitalist States; but civil 
war at all costs in the several capitalist States. That 
was Lenin's policy, described by Trotzky as a 
state of “ neither peace nor war". In those days
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part of our international problems, which, though 
of immediate interest today, is less well known than 
other moments of our problems. I should like today 
to outline Soviet Russia's policy in the Danube 
Valley, to describe the actual situation and the 
probable consequence, in order to be able to draw 
certain conclusion. My object is not any mere 
desire to bias public opinion, but simply to ob
jectively describe the development of that Russia 
which is already casting a dark shadow over the 
Danube Valley.

RUSSIA’S FOREIGN POLICY
Bolshevik Russia found even neutrality incon
ceivable; while no one dreamed of peaceful sym
biosis with the capitalist countries. In 1918 and 
1919 artificially fomented revolutions shook the 
foundations of Finland and the Baltic States. And 
it was the hand of Russia that stagemanaged the 
tragical Bolshevik coups in Hungary and in Munich 
too. The flower of Russian society was destroyed 
in the heroic struggles against the Bolshevik re
volution; and after a futile struggle lasting two 
years the campaigns of intervention launched by 
certain European countries also lost their sting 
and ended in smoke. The Russian Revolution 
passed through the bloody school of revolutions 
and on the eve of the year 1920 was impelled to 
realise that it was for the moment at least quite 
incapable of securing by force of arms the victory 
of its endeavours towards a world revolution.

The first step towards a liquidation of the 
campaigns of intervention was that taken on 
February 2nd, 1920, when Russia at Tartu con
cluded a treaty of peace with Esthonia. The treaty 
concluded by Russia with that land of self- 
conscious peasants served as an important prece
dent for the future. Similar treaties of peace were 
concluded in succession with Georgia, Lithuania, 
Latvia, Finland, Poland, Turkey, Afghanistan and 
Persia in which those countries —  some of them 
new States —  made Russia acknowledge their in
dependence and their territorial sovereignty. All 
these treaties contain three essential points: — 
1. a declaration of neutrality as determined in 
§§ 5 and 13 of the Hague Convention; 2. guar
antees in respect of non-intervention; 3. an obliga
tion to refuse to recognise or to support insurgent
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groups. What Russia attained under these treaties 
was a cessation of the state of war on the basis of 
the status quo. It had not yet, however, established 
connections with its neighbours; nor had it any 
diplomatic works of defence against a renewal of 
the war.

2. THE PERIOD OF CONSOLIDATION

With March, 1921, began a new period in the 
foreign policy of the Soviet, the development of 
which was ushered in by the Anglo-Russian com
mercial treaty. The campaigns of intervention and 
the counter-revolutions had completely exhausted 
Soviet Russia; the unprecedentedly radical changes 
had completely undermined her economic life and 
the order of production: and to secure a respite 
the Soviet needed foreign capital and foreign 
goods —  needed them to enable it to consolidate 
its system. At home the Soviet introduced a new 
economic policy, establishing the "Nep" for that 
purpose, while in its relations with foreign count
ries it made dramatically pathetic offers to the 
capitalist countries (at the Genoa and Hague Con
ferences) respecting the resumption of commercial 
connections and at the same time carried on a 
humiliating struggle for its recognition of those 
countries. In the meantime the Soviet fought with 
persistent energy to achieve the redintegration of 
the whilom Czarist Empire. It cleverly exploited 
the nationalisms of the various peoples of the 
disintegrated Empire —  playing those nationalism 
off shrewdly one against the other —  until finally, 
in 1923, it brought into being the Union of Soviet 
Republics. Instead of attempting to revolutionise 
the world the main pivot of the Soviet's foreign 
policy now became an endeavour to maintain the 
balance of power —  an endeavour rendered pos
sible by the success achieved in welding together 
the Russian World Empire. Thereby the Russian 
Revolution as of yore the French Revolution too 
—  reached the second period of its existence, in 
which it concentrated all its energy on the organi
sation of a strong and reliable army for the pur
pose of strengthening its power in the Empire it
self. The Russian diplomacy now made it its chief 
business to gain time and to enhance the security 
of the Soviet by means of negotiations and 
treaties.

The Soviet wolf had appeared already in 
1922, in the pacifist sheep's clothing of general 
disarmament, at the Genoa Conference, from which 
it went home with valuable booty in the form of 
the Rapallo Treaty between Russia and Germany 
which amounted practically to an alliance. In the 
same year the Soviet resumed intercourse with 
the Baltic States too; and at the Moscow Con
ference endeavoured to obtain from its neighbours 
guarantees of non-agression. However, these Rus
sian attempts were shipwrecked on the rocks of 
general distrust; indeed, in 1924 the Geneva Pro
tocol was signed, causing the Soviet grave concern. 
Under that Protokol all countries guilty of any 
breach of the League of Nations Covenant were 
made liable to boycott, blockade and collective 
retaliatory measures. The Soviet declared this 
draft scheme to be a British plan to isolate that

country and put it under a blockade; and its mis
givings were furthered agrravated by the Treaty 
of Locarno. This reconciliation of the Occidental 
capitalist countries and the stabilisation of their 
position was by no means to the taste of the Soviet, 
whose chances of provoking a world revolution 
were being frustrated by this peaceful develop
ment.

Shortly after the conclusion of the Treaty of 
Locarno —  in the same year —  Tchitcherin, the 
Soviet's Commissar for Foreign Affairs, left Rus
sia for Paris and Berlin for the purpose of recon
noitring the situation. He strove to find some 
branch in the co-operation of the Western Powers; 
and he would again replace the indefinite, un
certain situation of Russia in international politics 
with a definitive system calculated to bring about 
an equilibrium and definiteness in the relations 
between the Soviet and the outside world. In the 
negotiations for the purpose the Soviet had three 
objects in view: —  1. to erect a barrier in the 
form of agreements with the neighbouring States 
to impede all attacks against Russia; 2. to bring 
about a balance of power between the capitalist 
and the Soviet worlds; 3. to ensure neutrality in 
all conflicts that might arise between the neigh
bouring States and any third Power. The three 
mottoes of the Soviet's security policy were — 
"non-intervention", "non-aggression", "neutrality". 
At this time Moscow was not yet thinking of any 
co-operation or solidarity with the League of Na
tions. Although its policy was not given an aggres
sive tang, the Soviet did not yet believe in the 
possibility of co-operation between the Commu
nist and Anti-Communist worlds.

The most important point in its policy was 
the securing —  both de jure and de facto —  of 
neutrality; and it is this object that inspires a 
whole series of treaties made after 1925 with 
practically all its neighbours. The Soviet succeeded 
in surrounding itself for a period expiring in 1930 
over practically the whole length of its frontiers 
with a belt of countries bound to observe neutra
lity, thus dividing its territory off from the capital
ist countries and thereby ensuring itself against 
every form of attacks from without. The Treaty 
concluded in Paris in 1925 with Turkey secured 
Russia against the danger of an attack through the 
Dardanelles from the sea; and the 1926 Berlin 
Treaty precluded the danger of an attack by 
land coming through the territory of Germany. 
The 1936 Pagham Treaty with Afghanistan made 
it impossible for the British Empire to attack Rus
sia from India; and the Moscow Treaty with 
Lithuania concluded in the same year almost 
brought the Soviet into direct territorial contact 
with the German Empire. In 1929 the Litvinov 
Protocol, which regulated the relations between 
Soviet Russia on the one hand and Poland, Ru
mania, Latvia and Esthonia on the other hand, 
provided for the immediate putting into force of 
the Kellogg Pact.

As the third decade of the present century 
approached, the Soviet surrounded itself with a far- 
reaching system of regional security agreements. 
It was thereby shut off from the capitalist world
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—  by a neutral belt, a veritable diplomatic zone. 
All the treaties in question were exclusively de
fensive in character, securing Soviet Russia from 
attack both by land and by sea. And the Soviet 
now began to approach the question of world re
volution cautiously, employing a technique that 
could easily be repudiated. While employing the 
organisation of the Third International, the Soviet 
simply denied all connection with that organisa
tion wherever its machinations were disclosed. It 
was at this period that Stalin openly proclaimed 
the passivity of the Soviet in international politics, 
making the following statement at the Moscow 
Congress of the Third International: —  "The an
tagonisms existing between the Western capitalist 
countries are so irreconciliable that sooner or later 
there is bound to be a new European War; and 
the policy of the Soviet is to wait patiently for the 
time when the European peoples disgusted with 
the horrors of that new war will fall like ripe fruit 
into the lap of the Soviet." So even in this second 
defensive phase of its policy the Soviet did not 
abandon the hope of world rule; but its tactics 
changed, it being thought more expedient to wait 
than to attack.

3. ACTIVE PARTICIPATION IN DIRECTION 
OF INTERNATIONAL POLITICS

What were the causes underlying the abandon
ment in the present decennium of the foreign 
policy of neutrality, isolation and defence pre
viously pursued by the Soviet? How and why was 
the foreign policy of the Soviet reversed in the 
third period, which began in 1933 and still con
tinues today? What was responsible for the nerv
ous and feverish activity of Moscov? and for the 
conclusion of mutual assistance treaties? What 
was it that prevailed upon the lords of Moscow to 
acquiesce in the system of the League of Nations 
of which they had previously spoken so con
temptuously and with such hatred? What has 
made the lords of Moscow so anxious to demand 
a leading role in the direction of the affairs, not 
only of Europe, but of the whole world and to pre
tend to accept the principle of co-operation and 
solidarity with the society of nations? Certainly 
not any humanitarian or constructive intentions, 
the Soviet never having —  even since taking this 
last step —  shown any evidence of such. It was 
considerations of political prestige and the press 
of circumstances that changed the direction of the 
Soviet's foreign policy —  the causes of that change 
of direction reaching back, however, into the pre
vious decade.

As I have noted, the treaties concluded be
tween Moscow and the adjoining States ensures 
the Soviet absolute security against attack. How
ever, the States undertaking the said obligation 
were also Members of the League of Nations and 
had reciprocally — and with third States — con
cluded various treaties, often of an excessively 
complicated character, containing obligations which 
in principle —  and sometimes perhaps in practice 
too — more than once contradicted and crossed 
the intentions and agreements of the Soviet. It be
came more and more evident that if the Soviet

desired to defend its interests, it would have to 
take part in the direction of the affairs of the 
world. As early as 1927 Moscow —  at the Dis
armament Conference —  agreed to a systematic 
co-operation; while the grave dangers making their 
appearance in the Far East —  the expansion of 
Japan, the independence of Manchuria, the eco
nomic and military expansion of Japan in North 
China and Mongolia, the latters threatening the 
situation of the port of Vladivostok, so important 
to Russia —  all alike impelled the Soviet to turn 
to the other European Powers interested in China 
and to the United States of North America and to 
endeavour to find means of common defence based 
on a reciprocity of interests. The radical change 
in the Soviet's views, the conviction of the insuf
ficiency of the methods employed in its foreign 
policy, and the final break with the older tradi
tions, did not however take place until 1933, when 
the accession to power, at the end of January, of 
the National Socialists of Germany brought new 
life into the previously rigid situation in Europe; 
and the unprecedented dynamism permeating the 
Third Empire found its outlet in an armaments 
policy inspired by a tendency becoming ever more 
and more evidently directed against Soviet Russia. 
Although neither of the Parties has yet formally 
denounced the 1926 Berlin Treaty, we may take 
as symptomatic of the real value of pacts of the 
kind the anomalous circumstance that this is the 
only treaty signed by Germany which is still in 
force —  on paper. From the period in question — 
1933 — the foreign policy of the Soviet has suf
fered a whole series of fiascos. As early as Easter, 
1933, Mussolini drafted the text of the Four 
Power Treaty which, had its author's purposes not 
been thwarted, would have diverted the develop- * I

Widespread sympathy was felt in Hungary for 
Viscount Rothermere, the well-known champion of 
Hungary’s righteous cause, on the occasion of the 
death of Lady Rothermere. The sympathy of the 

nation was conveyed to Lord Rothermere by M, Da- 
ranyi, Hungarian Premier, in a telegram on behalf of 
the Hungarian Government. A  telegram of condolence 
was also despatched by M. Francis Herczeg, the 
famous Hungarian autor and President of the Hun

garian Revision League. Lord Rothermere’s reply runs 
as follows:

My dear Mr, Herczeg,

I am most grateful for the very kind message 
of sympathy which you send to me on behalf of 
the members of the Hungarian Revision League. 
I beg to assure you that I deeply appreciate it.

Believe me,
Yours very faithfully,

Rothermere.
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ment of Europe into a peaceful channel and would 
have enabled Europe to avoid the race of arma
ments at present disquieting that Continent. The 
Soviet however found the draft treaty contained 
a danger of isolation and blockade; while it was 
thrown into a state of veritable panic by the treaty 
of friendship concluded in 1924 between Poland 
and Germany.

The Soviet then threw itself energetically 
into the work of re-organising its positions in 
international politics. Early in July, 1933, it con
cluded with its immediate neighbour and with the 
Little Entente States the London Eastern Pact, 
which with its one-sided definition of the term 
"aggressor” set up a separate Little Entente 
security theory in many respects opposed to the 
conception adopted by the European Powers. In 
1934 it in succession renewed the non-aggression 
treaties previously concluded with Latvia, Esthonia 
and Finland, organising as a new element in the 
event of conflicts a "mixed conciliation commis
sion" based upon an idea contained in the Polish- 
Russian non-aggression treaty of 1932. The Soviet 
did not however feel strong enough to face the 
German Empire, which was becoming stronger and 
stronger and was continually breaking the fetters 
of the treaties of peace, and discovered that its 
position as a Power was sufficiently well balanced. 
So in 1934 there ensued the great change; Russia 
was introduced into world politics as a factor of 
great importance, and she was given a chance of 
directing her attacks for the purpose of subverting 
the capitalist world, not from hostile trenches, but 
from the very lines — indeed, actually from be
hind the lines —  of the capitalist countries them
selves.

There were dramatic scenes galore in this 
chapter of world politics, which as Hungary’s 
Delegate to the League of Nations the present 
speaker was privileged to witness. The scene of 
the change of front was the Disarmament Con
ference, at which Russian policy openly adopted 
an anti-German attitude prevented an agreement. 
This deterioration of the situation had been pre
ceded by serious proposals on the part of Ger
many. The German Empire had declared its 
readiness to reduce the strength of its army to
200.000 —  then to 250.000 —  and finally to
300.000 — men; but the obstinacy of Barthou, his
prestige policy and his endeavour to secure 
European hegemony frustrated every attempt to 
agree: Hitler's proposals were rejected point
blank and Germany was eventually left no alter
native but to turn her back on the League of 
Nations. In June, 1934, Barthou also tore off the 
mask and took the Disarmament Conference — 
and the world at large — by surprise with his 
French theory of "collective security", which was 
described as a policy of blockade by Sir John 
Simon, speaking on behalf of the British Deleg
ation, and even by Henderson himself, President 
of the Conference, who spoke with unusual sever
ity when he joined the British Delegate in de
cidedly rejecting the idea. Litvinov was already 
acting as France's noisiest supporter. Moscow, 
which had regarded the honestly defensive Treaty

of Locarno as aggression, now enthusiastically 
endorsed this dangerous theory, the object of 
which was to draw a network of military alliances 
round Germany, in order to perpetuate and make 
unalterable the one-sided situation brought into 
being by the treaties of peace and to compel the 
world to yield to the uncompromising will of the 
Franco-Russian alliance then in process of 
formation.

These antagonisms naturally reduced the Dis
armament Conference to an impasse, — a circum
stance which did not in the least interfere with 
the schemes of Barthou and Litvinov. These men 
chose Poland to act as one of the important pillars 
of their policy of blockade; that was why — with 
loud protestations of the necessity of an Eastern 
Locarno —  Barthou started out from the Quai 
d'Orsay, only to receive unequivocal refusals both 
in Poland and in the Baltic States. Under the wise 
direction of Marshal Pilsudszki Poland had 
gradually thrown off the French leading-strings 
and, situated as she was between the Germany 
and Russian Powers, had already provided for 
her territorial security by non-aggression treaties 
with both countries; she was not in the least in
clined to serve as a mere instrument for the 
realisation of ambitious political schemes which, 
while upsetting the balance of Poland's position, 
were calculated to expose the territory of that 
country to grave dangers and to make Poland pay 
the price of the excesses committed by other 
States.

After all these fiascos — in this situation of 
superfluous embitterment — Benes and Titulescu 
appeared on the scene in the guise of guardian 
angels. Quite recently the Balkan Entente had 
been established; and the new allies exploited the 
agility of the Turkish Foreign Minister, Tewfik 
Riizhdun, to enter into friendly relations with 
Litvinov too. The ambitious foreign ministers of 
Rumania and Czecho-Slovakia believed the chaotic 
situation had latent in it possibilities enabling their 
countries to realise their long-cherished ambition 
of securing the standing of Great Powers. So far 
only Barthou and Litvinov had identified them
selves with the system of "collective security"; 
and any connection between these two far-distant 
factors must have been confined to a resuscitation 
of the pre-War Franco-Russian military alliance 
in the face of which the European Continent would 
have found little difficulty in securing the balance 
of power. But if the Balkan Entente and the Little 
Entente joined the new block, it would be possible 
to establish a dominant system of European 
alliances excluding Great Britain, Italy and Poland 
the central factors and chief pivots of which — 
indispensable links of connection and indeed in 
all propability leading spirits too — might be the 
Czech and Rumanian Foreign Ministers, who were 
in thorough agreement. These two statesmen were 
inspired, apart from the dreams of a standing as 
Great Powers, by an idea very dear to their hearts 
— viz. that under such a system Hungary would 
be left entirely at their mercy and that in con
sequence they need not fear any revision of the 
unjust treaties of peace. That is how the Treaty
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of Trianon that inflicted so much suffering on 
Hungary was made a curse to Europe.

Barthou clutched with both hands at the last 
straw likely to salve his favourite idea and to 
save his prestige and his policy. There was only 
one more step to be taken — the admission of 
Soviet Russia to membership of the League of 
Nations, a step necessary to give the new alliance 
the sanction of the Covenant and a guise likely to 
take the fancy of the Anglo-Saxon world. The two 
great enemies — Germany and Japan — were 
already outside the pale of the League of Nations; 
and if Russia were to enter the League, it would 
be possible gradually to tune the policy of the 
League to antagonism against those two Great 
Powers. Barthou had intended that the act of ad
mission should be celebrated with unprecedented 
pomp and splendour — that an atmosphere of 
unparalleled solemnity should welcome the Russia 
which had formally undertaken solidarity with the 
capitalist world and had deserted the revision 
policy to which she had hitherto adhered to join 
the ranks of the anti-revisionists. Although the 
eminent Swiss Delegate Motta and several other 
scandalised Delegations did indeed prevent the 
act of admission degenerating into a folk festival, 
— to use the words of Dimitrov, the notorious 
Bulgarian communist, — in September, 1934, the 
Trojan horse was introduced into the society of 
nations and was calculated to expose dislocated 
Europe to new dangers of incalculable gravity.

Abandoning the logically constructed defensive 
policy of security which she had followed during 
the previous decennium, Russia adhered now to 
the French system of security as conceived by 
Barthou. So far, however, only shreds of the idea 
have been carried into reality. After the death of 
Barthou, Laval, a statesman with more sense 
for real political ends, only very reluctantly signed 
on May 2nd., 1935, the Franco-Russian milit
ary treaty which formed the first link in the new 
system. I believe I am right in saying that it was 
against his better conviction — under pressure 
from Benes and more particularly owing to 
threats from Titulescu — that Laval signed that 
treaty. In his zeal to serve the interests of Russia 
Titulescu played a double game. In Paris — as 
M. Bure has told us — he threatened that if 
France deserted the Russian alliance, the Little 
Entente would be compelled to try to find another

political orbit —  evidently hinting at sailing into 
German waters. In Rumania, on the other hand, 
—  a country which fought shy of the idea of an 
alliance with Russia — , he declared that for the 
sake of her French ally Rumania must follow the 
lines of Russian policy and must ensure Russia 
the right of marching through Rumanian territory. 
Titulescu's policy completely alienated Poland 
from Rumania and indeed impelled M. Stoyadinov- 
itch, the Yugoslav Premier, to absent himself from 
the Little Entente Conference. In propagating his 
one-sided pro-Russian policy Titulescu went so 
far as to issue jointly with M. Benes —  after the 
Little Entente Conference —  a declaration to the 
effect that "if France and Great Britain were 
short-sighted enough not to do their duty, the 
East will give us men and arms to assist us".

No wonder that Rumania, when she realised 
the consequences of this suicidal policy, very 
curtly dismissed her Foreign Minister. Czecho
slovakia, however, remained caught in the trap 
which she herself had helped to set. Two weeks 
after the conclusion of the Franco-Russian treaty 
Czecho-Slovakia signed a treaty of her own with 
Moscow. And on the same day there came into 
being another Czecho-Russian agreement relating 
to regular air traffic. In a fit of over-zeal Czecho
slovakia hastened to seal the new alliance before 
it had been ratified by France. And when Titulescu 
made his exit, the Czecho-Russian alliance was 
left hanging in the air —  for all the world like the 
tattered remnant of some abortive scheme. All 
that is left of the abortive French system of "co l
lective security" is two treaties —  those between 
Russia and France and Czecho-Slovakia respect
ively —  making Russia the indispensable pillar of 
that system. As to what use the alliances in 
question would be to France in case of need — 
that must be left to the future to show. For Russia, 
on the other hand, the present situation offers 
continuous possibilities —  and the right —  of 
political and military intervention both in Western 
Europe and more particularly in the Danube 
Valley. And that country has opened up new gates 
of access to the shaky building of European order 
and security, not only through the complicated 
machinery of the League of Nations, but also 
through a whole series of mutual assistance 
treaties.

If. IMPORTANCE AND CONSEQUENCES OF CZECHO-SLOVAK-RUSSIAN
ALLIANCE

I would now —  after having offered an out
lined description of the line of development of 
Russian foreign policy —  to investigate in the 
light of that outline the meaning to Europe —  and 
in particular to the Danube Valley —  of the 
Czecho-Slovak-Russian treaty concluded two 
years ago.

The foreign policy of the Soviet is composed 
of three different elements. First, the Soviet deli
berately pursues the policy and imperialistic aims 
of Czarist Russia. Secondly, it supports or rather 
exploits the pan Slav ideology of kindred Slav

races, which is invested with a special glamour 
for them by the thought of racial relationship with 
the powerful and resourceful Russian nation and 
by the romantic emotional temperament of the 
Slav. And, last not least, Soviet policy is a means 
towards world revolution, and aid to Bolshevik 
attempts to organize the world-wide dictatorship 
of the proletariat. These three elements together 
constitute Moscow's foreign policy.

What has driven Czecho-Slovakia into the 
Soviet's arms? The embrace may well prove fatal, 
for it would be hard to say wherein lies the
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greater danger, in a Russian attack or in the 
effective protection of the Red Army. Czecho
slovakia's attitude can only be explained as the 
result of panic. She was brought to this pass not 
only by the steady growth of German power and 
the weakness of her own internal structure, but 
also, and that primarily, by the bad foreign policy 
that for a decade and a half has antagonized each 
of her neighbours, while her friends are far off 
beyond reach. Since the creation of the Republic 
Czecho-Slovakia has insisted and continues to in
sist on the perpetuation of the mistakes made, and 
instead of endeavouring by means of mutual con
cessions to effect a permanent compromise and 
establish friendly relations with her neighbours, 
on the south at least, has entrusted the defence 
of the impossible Czech frontiers, which would re
quire an army of several millions to defend them, 
to the Russian Red Army. Official Czech policy 
finds expression in M. Jan Seba's book “Russia and 
the Little Entente in International Politics". In M. 
Seba's opinion a Czecho-Russian corridor should 
be opened in Southern Galicia; and his book, the 
preface to which was written by M. Krofta, Mi
nister of Foreign Affairs, is overt propaganda for 
the policy which wishes to make Czecho-Slovakia 
a line of march for the Russian Red Army.

The fear of death drives some men to suicide; 
and the official Czech standpoint shows leanings 
in that direction

The anti-European character of the Czecho- 
Russian treaty becomes all the more evident when 
we examine the motives that led the Soviet to sign 
it. Self-defence plays no role among them, for the 
frontiers of Germany and Russia do not touch 
at any point. Russia is separated from Germany 
by countries pledged to neutrality, none of which 
is willing under any circumstances to become a 
battlefield. Besides this, Russia's two most power
ful neighbours, Poland and Rumania, are allies 
of France and can never be the tool of a German 
policy of aggression. And lastly, Russia is a signa
tory of the Kellogg Pact, a member of the League 
of Nations, with access to the protection to which 
every innocently attacked member is entitled. The 
text of the Czecho-Russian pact, however, reveals 
that its real object is not to ensure defence, but 
to provide the possibilities of attack, for along 
with a quite superfluous reference to Articles 15, 
16 and 17 of the Covenant, it binds the contracting 
parties to immediate mutual assistance to be ren
dered irrespective of whether the League pro
nounces a decision or not. The establishment of 
an act of aggression is left to the judgment of the 
two contracting parties, so that in substance the 
pact is identical with the pre-War system of mi
litary alliances of defence and offence. The Czech 
explanation that the pact can never serve aggres
sive aims, since the obligation to render assistance 
becomes operative only if France is involved in 
a military sense, merely proves the opposite. In 
the event of Czecho-Slovakia, an ally of France, 
being attacked without just cause the latter is 
bound to come to her assistance, and in that event 
the Franco-Russian military alliance would auto
matically bring the Russian army to Czecho-Slo-

vakia's aid. There is only one contingency in 
which a separate Czecho-Russian alliance is ne
cessary, viz. if Czecho-Slovakia is desirous to pro
vide Russia with the possibility of interference 
with a view to aggression in Central Europe.

A  demonstrative proof of the thruth of this 
statement is supplied by the Czecho-Russian air 
agreement concluded on the same day as the 
military pact. This air agreement binds the con
tracting parties to establish and equip with ma
terial and technical necessities aerodromes and 
hangars and to place Czecho-Russian air traffic 
under the management of one central administra
tion. To anyone acquainted with the text of that 
agreement the debate as to whether Czecho-Slo
vakia has built 12 airports for Russia's use in the 
Republic or not will seem gratuitous indeed. The 
agreement unconditionally guarantees that Russian 
aeroplanes shall be able to enter and communi
cate in Czecho-Slovakia without let or hindrance. 
And we cannot suppose that a Czecho-Slovakia 
proudly boastful of her scrupulous fulfilment of 
all treaty obligations has committed a breach of 
one which was concluded with such unrestrained 
enthusiasm. This air pact throws an illuminating 
light on the real meaning of the Czecho-Russian 
treaty of alliance, for an alliance with Czecho
slovakia is of no value to the Soviet unless Russ
ian aeroplanes are free to come and go in Cze
cho-Slovakia when they will. The possibility of 
appearing in Central Europe when conflicts threa
ten and of preventing their peaceful solution; the 
opportunity of provoking military action, of creat
ing the desired chaos and at a time chosen by 
Russia of dragging Central Europe, and with it 
the countries of the West, into war: this is what 
the Czech alliance means to the Soviet.

Let no one say that such intentions cannot be 
attributed to the Soviet. The Spanish civil war is 
proof positive of those intentions and a warning 
of what we have to expect. Every country in 
Europe did its best to localise the Spanish civil 
war and prevent intervention. Soviet Russia alone 
opposed this correct attitude and used all its in
fluence to induce France to intervene, a step which 
would have led to the immediate outbreak of 
a new world war in Western Europe. Russia 
wanted that catastrophe to flare up in the West 
in order to be able to hold aloof and watch events 
from a safe distance until the moment arrived 
when she could shape them to suit her ends, when 
a Europe weakened in men a'nd raw materials 
might be laid low by a single blow. It was Gene
ral Kort, Commander of Moscow, who in the June 
of 1935 said: —  „W e shall throw the Red Army 
into the scales to hasten war and revolution, and 
if the proletarian masses of Western Europe do 
not rise voluntarily to establish the dictatorship 
of the proletariat, the Red Army will force that 
dictatorship on them." This was the theory; the 
practice we have seen in Spain, and it is in the 
light of those experiences that we must judge the 
significance of the Czecho-Russian treaty.

Were this not the meaning of the pact, it 
would have no significance at all for Russia. We 
cannot suppose that in the event of an attack on
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Russia the Soviet would attach any serious im
portance to Czech military assistance. Russia in 
undertaking the military defence of Czecho-Slo- 
vakia, the most vulnerable country in Europe, has 
assumed enormous responsibility and shouldered 
a heavy obligation. What has Czecho-Slovakia to 
offer in return? What is the reciprocal value hid
den behind the text of the treaty? Is this a S o c ie -  
tas L eonin a  in which one party enjoys all the 
privileges and the other shoulders all the duties? 
Russia does not need Czecho-Slovakia's help. The 
pact is meaningless, unless Russia wants to ensure 
the possibility of military advance and attack in 
the heart of Europe and make Czecho-Slovakia 
a Soviet Air Force basis. To threaten Hitler's 
Reich and, should occasion offer, take revenge on 
it, is the sole meaning of the Czecho-Russian pact. 
But it is also a grave menace to each of the 
Central European countries, to Poland, Rumania, 
Hungary, Austria, Italy, and even Switzerland. 
The Czech assertion that Moscow is the guardian 
of European peace is a bad joke. Moscow's vital 
element is upheaval and through the medium of 
a new world war it aims at world revolution and 
the dictatorship of the proletariat.

What has been the result of the Soviet's 
change of policy in the Danube Valley? Has it 
been to the advantage or disadvantage of those 

• concerned? In my opinion the balance is decided
ly unfavourable especially for those responsible 
for that policy. France has already lost heavily 
on the Russian alliance; her diplomatic situation 
has never been so weak since the war as thanks 
to that treaty it is now. Owing to the pact with 
Russia the only serious safeguard of French 
security, Locarno, has failed and deprived of its 
supports French foreign policy, is forced to walk 
in British leading-strings. With the failure of Lo
carno France has also lost the valuable guaran
tees given in this treaty by Italy; and Belgium, 
realizing the grave danger inherent in the Soviet 
alliance, has broken away from the leaders of 
French foreign policy. Rumania is beginning to 
return to the idea of a defensive alliance with 
Poland as one which would better serve her in
terests; there, too French influence has weakened, 
and the antipathy felt for Soviet Russia is also 
driving Yugoslavia away from an almost exclusi
vely Francophile policy and turning her towards 
Italy and Germany. In direct ration to the dete
rioration of France's position in foreign politics 
has progressed the deterioration of her domestic 
situation. This was foreseen by the great French 
soldier, Marshall Petain: — ,,In offering our hand 
to Moscow" — he said — ,,we have offered it to 
Communism. We shall soon have reason to regret 
it." Since these words spoken many an honest 
Frenchman has had the opportunity to realize 
their truth. And should France ever stand in need 
of the Soviet's assistance, I wonder what she 
might expect in exchange for the many sacrifices 
she has made. For France's sake, and for the sake 
of the rest of Europe, I hope the day will never 
come when we shall require an answer to that 
question.

Of what advantage has the pact with the

Soviet been to its other partner, Czecho-Slovakia? 
France s foreign political position has been merely 
weakened, but Czecho-Slovakia s has grown pe
rilous. Little Entente cohesion in the first line of 
defence of Czecho-Slovak security has unquestio
nably grown looser. Yugoslavia rigidly refuses to 
countenance Czecho-Slovakia's links with Russia, 
and even Rumania shows considerable aversion. 
Improvement in the relations between Hungary 
and Yugoslavia, on the other hand, has been fur
thered by agreement of opinion on the subject of 
Soviet Russia, and for this, the only advantage to 
us of the Czeco-Russian alliance, I tender my 
grateful acknowledgement. The hospitality accor
ded by Czecho-Slovakia to Russia precludes the 
possibility of friendly relations between the Re
public and Germany; and it is no wonder that 
every guardian of German security looks upon 
Czecho-Slovakia as the greatest enemy of the 
German Reich. Poland, threatened in the rear 
through Czecho-Slovakia, is also antagonistic, and 
I do not believe that the sympathy felt by the 
Anglo-Saxon world for Czecho-Slovakia has been 
augmented by her intimate relations with the 
Soviet. The Czecho-Russian alliance automatically 
creates a natural unrest among the armies of all 
neighbour States and puts them on the defensive 
against the threatened danger. At the same time 
it exposes Czecho-Slovakia to the peril that in the 
first hour of any conflict in the neighbourhood a 
race would begin between the Russian and German 
forces for first possession of the ridges of the 
Carpathians. In that event the only thing that 
would save Czecho-Slovakia from becoming the 
theatre of war would be if the German army 
occupied the Republic in the shortest possible 
time. And since Germany has fortified the Rhine
land the odds are that this is what will happen.

During the world war Dr. Masaryk's wisdom 
as a statesman manifested itself in that, turning 
away from the then promising Russian orientation, 
he based his political calculations on the support 
of the Great Powers in the West. He knew well 
that once the liberating armies of the Czar occu
pied Prague they would never evacuate it. Are 
the prospects better, I ask, now that to the im
perialism of Czarist Russia have been added the 
aims of the dictatorship of the proletariat? And 
what would happen to Czecho-Slovakia with its 
well organized German minority, three and a half 
millions strong, in the event of a war between 
Russia and Germany? How would the Sudeta 
Germans welcome the armies of the R eich  on 
their march against the Reds — as enemies? or 
with flags and bunting as liberators? What would 
the Catholic Slovaks say to the land of their for
bears being turned into a military basis for the 
Red Army? and would not the large number of 
Hungarians in Czecho-Slovakia regard Russian 
occupation as an intolerable burden? Even the 
Czech Parties view the situation with inward dis
satisfaction, to a certain extent with avowed dis
approval, and they are incapable of understanding 
what advantages attend the provocative attitude 
displayed by Czech foreign policy.
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On the other hand, the official thesis as ex
pounded by Dr. Benes is that maintenance of 
peace in the Danube Valley concerns Europe as 
a whole. This is true, but the question is, to what 
extent? Who would be willing, for instance, to 
go to war in order to help Soviet Russia gain a 
footing in the Danube Valley? And even if it 
does concern Europe as a whole to see that peace 
is maintained in the Danube Valley, Czecho
slovakia might also be expected to do something 
in the interests of that peace by eliminating, in
stead of adding, the artificially fostered dangers 
of war. Prague, after all, is 1300 kilometres nearer 
Europe than the most western Russian air basis 
in Kiew. By offering herself as the basis of a 
Russian attack and by entrusting the defence of 
her frontiers to the Russian Red Army, Czecho
slovakia has assumed a wellnigh intolerable bur
den of responsibility to the whole of Europe.

In the course of our history we Hungarians 
have been exposed to great dangers. We have had 
to stand firm against invasions and the attacks of 
superior forces from East and West. But we have 
always relied on our own strength for the defence 
of our independence, nay, of Europe;we fought 
and bled very often instead of others. Official 
Czech policy wants to place Europe under an 
obligation to defend Czecho-Slovakia's interests 
instead of doing so itself. Collective security as 
interpreted by Czecho-Slovakia means that Europe 
as a whole is bound to take up arms in defence 
of her security. In her new role, which she has 
taken over from us, as defender of the Carpathians 
against Russian invasion, Czecho-Slovakia is far 
from reassuring; and her latest standpoint is any
thing but a welcome change so far as Europe is 
concerned. The official Czech point of view may 
go far towards convincing the world of the faults 
of the present arrangements. For it cannot serve 
any of Europe's interests to perpetuate at the cost 
of heavy sacrifices and serious risks the present 
system with all its injustices so mistakenly created 
in Trianon. The only way Czecho-Slovakia can ful
fil her mission well is if she fits into her natural 
setting and instead of seeking remote and risky 
friendships, creates a fair and tolerable situation 
for her immediate neighbours. Instead of pursu
ing a will-o-the-wisp policy of imperialistic ambi
tions she must adopt a feasibe Danube Valley 
policy; instead of striving after an unattainable 
hegemony in the Danube Valley, she must effect 
an honest compromise with her neighbours by 
creating conditions making co-operation possible 
on the basis of the Rome Pact, which, even in a 
general European sense, has proved a success.

Hungarian public opinion is compelled to 
protest against the dangers lurking in the Czecho- 
Russian military alliance, and I take this opport
unity of formally stating that protest. The Carpa
thians are our Brenner. This is the lesson taught by 
a thousand years of campaigns. The present situa
tion is intolerable; for at any moment it is pos
sible for the Russian forces to enter the valleys of 
the Danube and the Tisza unhindered and maintain 
a Red Air Force in readiness to attack at a 
distance of only 30 kilometres from Budapest.

Were Yugoslavia to follow Czecho-Slovakia's 
example Russian airports would stretch from Susak 
to Cattaro, a thing Italy would surely find in
tolerable, though even then her position would not 
be so bad as ours. The outlook for Hungary is that 
she will be the high road and battlefield of the 
Russian forces; for unless the Red Army throws 
itself on Poland, the Great Plain of Hungary offers 
the only strategic possibility for the concentration 
of a force numbering millions. Rumania's holding 
aloof is no guarantee for us, for Rumania has 
neither the will nor the power to prevent by force 
of arms the passage of Soviet troops. At the best 
a futile protest is all that is to be expected from 
that quarter. Thus, thanks to Czecho-Slovakia’s 
mistaken policy, Hungary is threatened with the 
danger of becoming the centre of a conflict in 
which she is not immediately concerned. For fifteen 
years the world has been kept in a ferment of 
excitement by the problem —  often artificially 
raised —  of the security of certain countries. Well, 
there also exists the problem of Hungary's secur
ity, even if we do not ring the alarm-bell every 
now and then or keep Europe in a state of ex
citement about it.

So far the world at large, and Italy in 
particular is concerned, the important thing about 
the Czecho-Russian treaty is that by means of it 
a serious organic defect has crept into the political 
structure of the Danube Valley. It is not I who 
say so, but Herr Hitler, who in his speech of 7th 
March 1936 declared that as a result of the 
Czecho-Russian treaty "Military factors have been 
introduced into Central Europe that have upset 
the European balance of power".

Peaceful development and prosperity among 
the peoples of the Danube Valley cannot be 
imagined otherwise than through the autonomous 
organization of the nations living there. And from 
a European point of view the Danube Valley, set 
like a buffer between Germany and Russia, will 
not be able to fulfil its mission properly if it 
allows itself to be attached to the leading-strings 
of any one Power, but only if, its independence 
safeguarded in every direction, it forms the real 
keystone to the European balance of power. If 
Czecho-Slovakia has the right to admit Soviet 
Russian forces into the Danube Valley, then 
Germany, on the principle of a nation's right to 
self-defence, cannot be kept out of it. And then 
what is going to happen to that flourishing region? 
The only right path of real politics for the peoples 
of the Danube Valley has been marked out in the 
Rome Pact, which has linked Austria and Hungary 
to Italy with ties of steadfast friendship. In principle 
the possibility of joining that Pact is cpen to the 
rest of the Danube Valley nations; but Czecho
slovakia with her Russian connections has turned 
her back on that system and the danger zone in 
Europe has grown considerably wider in con
sequence.

Soviet Russia has already passed through the 
romantic era of her revolution. She has also gone 
through a fatiguing period of preparation and 
recuperation. But the inner tension and the terrific 
concentration which for two decades have driven
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a nation of 140 million souls to ever increasing 
efforts will manifestly drive the Soviet towards 
expansion, conquest and the salvation of the world 
at the point of the sword; it will make Russia enter 
the path taken after a similar development by the 
French Revolution led by Napoleon. But to this 
comparison, to this vision of the furies of war let 
loose, we must add the stark spectre of Red 
Bolshevism attacking the nations and armies of 
Europe, not only with a frontal attack, but also 
in the rear and in their midst, with all the weapons 
of civil war than which no more terrible exist.

This would be the death struggle of European and 
Christian civilization; and in all probability Hun
gary would be the first station on the path of 
destruction. We shall do our level best to avert 
this calamity, but come what may, we shall do 
our duty. The full weight of responsibility will 
rest on those who from exaggerated egoism and 
wanton pride have brought about the present chaos 
in Europe and are still unwilling to acknowledge 
their mistake, even now when the eleventh hour 
is drawing to a close.

— y  —

THE HUNGARIAN QUESTION FROM 
GEO- AND ETHNOPOLITICAL POINT OF VIEW

by
Dr. Andrew Moraveh

(Continued.)

The general situation of Rumania is slightly 
more favourable than the situation of Czecho
slovakia; but that all is not well here either, 
is proved by the folloving words written by 
another German geopolitician, Walter Vogel, who 
cannot under any circumstances be charged 
with being prepossessed in favour of Hungary.8 
The Greater Rumania created by the Great War, 
whose area is more than twice what it was pre
vious to the War, looks on the political map — 
with its almost perfectly round shape —  like a 
model well-rounded national State. But this ap
pearance is peculiarly deceptive. An orographical 
map —  and a map showing the density of popu
lation in particular —  would at the first glance 
prove that the new State lacks unity in respect of 
communications and economically too, —  a cir
cumstance revealed at once by the exceptionally 
eccentric situation of the Capital. The Eastern 
Carpathians and more particularly the Transyl
vanian Alps, with their thinly populated mountain 
forests and their lack of passes serving for com
munication purposes, completely cut off the Ru
manians of Transylvania from the Rumanians of 
Wallachia and Moldavia; and even if we presume 
that in these days of railways this circumstance is 
not of such importance as it would have been in 
earlier times, we must nevertheless reflect that — 
apart from the lines leading from the Banate 
through the Danube valley and from East Buko- 
vina through the Szereth valley —  there are only 
three railway lines (comprising a total length of 
roughly 600 kilometres) connecting Transylvania 
and West Bukovina. Political importance attaches 
also to the fact that Central, Western and North- 
Western Transylvania and the Banate belong in 
respect of communications in reality to the Hun
garian Basin, whereas Wallachia, Moldavia and

8 Vogel, W .: „D a s  neue E u ropa  und seine h istorisch - 
geograp h isch en  G ru n d lagen ”  (2nd Ed. B on n — L eip z ig , 1923. 
M , S ch roed er ), p. 220.

Bessarabia gravitate in the opposite direction — 
towards the estuary of the Danube, where the most 
important highways of traffic meet at the lowest 
bend of that river, near Galatz. At the outset, 
naturally, . . .  in their intoxication of delight at 
having at last attained national unity, the Ruma
nians betrayed an inclination to forget old anta
gonism. But the latter very soon began to come 
again to the forefront and to make considerable 
headway, particularly owing to the divergences in 
social condition and in education being accen
tuated. There can be no doubt that on the average 
the Rumanian of Transylvania is far superior to 
his compatriots living in the Regat (Older Ru
mania)."

We might add that Rumania herself is today 
to a very considerable extent a “nationality State". 
The Rumanians (by race) constitute 73.1% of the 
total population; the respective quota of the Ger
mans, who are far ahead of the Rumanians cult
urally and are very wealthy too, being 4.3%, that 
of the Magyars, who also possess a very high 
standard of culture, being 7.7%, and that of the 
Jews, who play a dominant part in the economic 
life of the country, being 4.6%. We must not for
get, moreover, the delicate situation of the State 
in international politics. Rumania is practically 
surrounded on all sides and is directly adjacent to 
States (Russia, Hungary, Bulgaria) from which she 
has received large areas of territory the ethnical 
character of which is very open to dispute — 
States with which she has therefore a conflict that 
is not merely temporary, but is necessarily per
manent in character.

X

The third of the Succession States, Yugo
slavia, is also by no means ideal from a geopoli
tical point of view. Its natural frontiers leave much 
to be desired; the State has no natural centre; 
and there can be no talk of the country being a


